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Excerpt from Protocol No. 5 (Elders of Zion):

"For a time perhaps we might be success-
fully dealt with by a coalition of the Goyim
of all the world! but from this danger we are
secured by the discord existing among them
whose roots are so deeply seated that they
can never now be plucked up. We have set one
against another the personal and national re-
conings of the goyim, religious and race ha-
treds, which we have fostered into a huge
growth in the course of the past twenty cen-
turies. This is the reason why there is not
one State which would anywhere receive sup-
port if it were to raise its arm, for every
one of them must bear in mind that any agree-
ment against us would be unprofitable to it-
self. We are too strong - there is no evad-
ing our power. The nations cannot come to
even an inconsiderable private agreement
without our secretly having a hand in it."

The Jews see their plans seriously threat-
ened, because ONE nation has dared to raise
its arm, and others are following.

See our article "What is the True Aim
of the League?" in this issue.
REVOLUTION-NOT CONSERVATISM

"Horse and Buggy!" These words were used by Franklin D. Roosevelt in one of his radio speeches to condescendingly describe a type of politics that was, symbolically, as out of fashion today in comparison to his idea of progress, as the horse and buggy of olden days to a modern motor car.

During the past week the man who will oppose him at the polls in November, Alfred M. Landon, used the same words to "condemn" the Roosevelt notion of modern progress and appealed to the conservatives of the nation by proudly professing himself to be a "horse and buggy" nominee.

But in reality there is no opposition between these two.

Opposition can exist only where two radically opposed new forces fight for supremacy.

The Landon Conservatives do not oppose Roosevelt with a new idea. Their "conservatism" is simply a cloak under which they hope to continue the old evils which gave rise to the revolutionary spirit of the day. It is, furthermore, an outward pose, used to harness those who might actually oppose Roosevelt and lead them onto a neutral field, so that the real opposition to Roosevelt is weakened.

Revolution cannot be fought with conservatism; force cannot be conquered with meekness, and a conservatism that represents a past from which grew and developed a new trend of revolution, is bound to be swallowed up by the new. For strength to conquer lives only in a new idea that can inspire to passionate deeds, that is willing to meet and challenge contradiction and fight to the finish.

Therefore Landon's pose of conservatism cannot be termed opposition.

The real opposition of Roosevelt AND Landon - as components of the same force stand elsewhere, but this opposition is pressing up from the bottom, not from the top down, and is not yet favored with newspaper publicity.

This, the beginning of the 20th Century, marks the struggle - not of new and old, but of two NEW forces that are both old heritage; for the one it means the culmination of a two-thousand year old dream; for the other a sudden awakening to the enemy's dream and a sharp counter-attack to rescue or regain things lost. Each seeks the establishment of a new social order for man, one radically opposed to the other in purpose. While the underlying reason for the one is race preservation and cultivation; the real purpose of the other is raceihilation.

These two forces are embodied in the philosophy of National socialism versus Communism.

In the ultimate they are a race struggle between Aryan and Jewish world forces. However, whereas the Aryan force recruits its fighters only from among those eligible to fight for its cause by blood, the Jewish force of Communism works upon the masses by suggestion and hypnotism; while the former group is one of organically selected fighters, the latter is mechanically thrown together. And whereas the Aryan force enlightens mankind, the Jewish force completely confuses and beclouds the brain of men.

Thus we see the elections of this year not as a feud between Democrats and Republicans, but as the manifestation of the Jew-Communistic force, in the shape of Democratic and Republican parties, continuing the initial attempt of 1932 to revolutionize the thought of the American people according to the pattern laid down by Marx. The attempt at revolution is only a timid one, but the force is unmistakable; it will grow when the first attempts have succeeded.

In opposition thereto stand the Lenk-Coughlin-Smith-Townsend lines. Their opposition is as conservative as is the Roosevelt attempt at revolution, which is the reason why neither force will carry its side to the end. Both are forerunners of two extreme revolutionary opponents to take their places: the American National socialists and the Communists of America.

American patriots who have recognized the danger that is slowly gathering in

DON'T FORGET HUEY P. LONG, KILLED BY A JEW!
the Roosevelt field and who fear the revolution of which he is a forerunner, must be man enough to see that this danger cannot be met with ideas old and worn, but ideas that mean: COUNTER-REVOLUTION!

Revolution for us does not mean blood-shed, plunder, chaos. No! But we have perceived a new ideal, an ideal born of the finest traits of our race; we have seen the dawn of a new millenium, and for the realization of this ideal we are willing to stake our lives and our all. There has awakened in us a new love for people and country, a new sense of value. Therefore what is not of our people must be torn out as alien and destructive to them, what is theirs will be weighed in a new sense of value.

Life is never static. It develops and grows, it surges FORWARD. Whatever refuses to move forward is doomed to death.

Communism is the forward step for political Jewry.
National Socialism is the FORWARD step for US.
Conservatism will be swept out of the way as the two forces meet for the final tryout, its adherents dispersed, or gathered up by the one force or the other.
That is the real issue America is facing today.
Let us be open-minded and examine the nature of this revolution; let us be courageous and willing to face the whole issue, to weigh what we have to lose and to gain, and then let us decide to act as our highest sense of duty commands us to act!

PUBLIC BARRED FROM EDMONDSON HEARING

The trial of Robert Edward Edmondson that was scheduled to begin on July 2nd, was again postponed.

A crowd of sympathizers of about 200 had gathered in the Tombs Courthouse to attend the initial hearing, but was refused to permission to enter the courtroom. Indignation ran high among the crowd when it was noticed that scores of Jews were permitted to enter without identifying themselves.

When Edmondson emerged from the courtroom, smiling and confident, he was at once encircled by his sympathizers and congratulated upon his stand from all sides. Newphotographers snapped innumerable pictures, but only a few papers published one. Reports in most newspapers ran no longer than ten to twenty lines.

The opinion was expressed by an authoritative source at the court that the trial may be delayed until after the elections. If this is so, it is definitely an attempt by the Jews to sidetrack the matter.

The charge of libel brought against Edmondson was itself a haywire act by the Jews, revealing their nervousness, and this nervousness was further shown by an admonition dealt Representative Samuel Dickstein by the American Hebrew of June 12th. The Jewish Congressman is criticized by his blood-brothers for having stated on the floor of Congress that "some members of Congress, perhaps, resent my getting on this floor because I happen to be of Jewish faith," which statement elicited only very weak applause. Dickstein is advised to refrain from bringing up matters that "should be permitted to remain in their present trivial form."

Dickstein is well known throughout America for his pet hatred against Nazis and their allies. Curiously this seems to be no reason why Congressmen feel they should like him. It may well be that Dickstein is also behind the Edmondson case.

The Edmondson case will prove to be a losing proposition for the Jews, regardless of what the outcome will be.

JEWS PROMULGATED AMERICAN FREEMASONRY "TO MAKE BUSINESS"

(Le Service Secret Universel) - In previous articles it was explained by accurate authority that "American Scotch Rite Masonry" though not by this exact title, was first planted in America by a certain Jew, Brother Stephen Morin, who received from the Emperors (masonic) of the East and West, located in Paris, France, 1761,
a warrant authorizing him to establish all over the New World, "Perfect and Sublime" Masonry, consisting then of 25 degrees.

This particular masonic ritual was then transplanted to France, and in turn re-transplanted back in America, when and where it received the title of "Ancient and Accepted Scotch Rite," and the additional degrees up to 33.

Brother T. Begue Clavel, a masonic writer, who by virtue of his holding the 32nd degree, and long an adherent of this system, communicates to us through a masonic document in 1843, the following authentic statement:

"Everything brought forward to the present day tends to prove, the Ancient and Accepted Scotch (Freemasonry) is not older than the year 1801-2, when it was established (in the U.S.) by five Jews: John Mitchell, Frederick Dalcho, Emil de la Motta, Abraham Alexander, and Isaac Auld, who, merely for the furtherance of their mercantile transactions (Jewish business) had portioned out amongst themselves the officerships, and kept the whole administration of the same in their own hands."

Proof of the above statement may be found on page 453 of a very rare masonic book written by J. G. Findel and published in London, 1868, called "The History of Freemasonry."

This book was dedicated by the author to the Grand (Masonic) Lodge of Massachusetts as "The Oldest in the United States."

"Masonry is a Jewish institution, whose history, degrees, charges, passwords and explanations are Jewish from the beginning to the end." Dr. Isaac M. Weir

"The higher grades are spoken of by some Freemasons as being Christian grades; but seeing that they were elaborated under Jewish auspices, and bear a Hebrew stamp the idea is untenable. Moses Cohen, Moses Hayes, Abraham Alexander, Jacob Old, Moses Halbrook, and Herman Isaac Long are the names that have come down to us as the chief authors of the new grades . . . Like the anarchist, the Jew found in Freemasonry a suitable soil for the cultivation of his propaganda . . . The Jews have swarmed into it from the earliest times, and controlled the higher grades and councils of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite since the beginning of the nineteenth century. We find Martinez, a Portuguese Jew, expanding the Rite to nine degrees of Jewish types. We find Stephen Morin, another Jew, spreading the 25 degrees - Scottish Rite in America; and Herman Isaac Long, another Jew, adding further Jewish degrees, and presiding (as Sovereign Grand Commander) over the perfected Scottish Rite at Charleston, about the year 1808. With this authorship the liturgy of Freemasonry in its higher degrees is distinctly Jewish . . . "

A. Cowan, "The X-rays in Freemasonry," 1904

---

A JEWISH INVENTION OF DEATH?

When Lloyd George pleaded in the House of Commons on June 19th, for England to remember the debt it owed to world Jewry for its services rendered Britain during the World War, he said that Chaim Weizmann, now president of the World Zionist congress, produced "a certain ingredient" for British guns at a critical moment, which helped the British to forego certain defeat.

The following interesting thoughts were submitted to us by a reader of the Bulletin in connection with the above:

"The "certain ingredient' mentioned in the editorial enclosed reminds me of the plague, in a certain section of Europe about four or five years ago, when an unaccounted for mist lowered itself over one of the villages, near a cemetery (the cemetery was mentioned in the papers to distract the attention of the readers to thinking that decaying bodies in the cemetery sent off germs -- as you know embalmed bodies cannot throw off germs) and wiped out a great number of lives. Was this stuff some of the unused germ mist from the World War that someone discovered,
opening for inspection the container, causing this great catastrophe in this peaceful European village — 'a certain ingredient!'

"I believe this stuff was deadlier than the gas, in two tank cars, shipped from a certain Great Lakes town to the seaboard, right after the war, to be dumped into the ocean and very shortly after the great 'flu' epidemic broke out in the eastern section of the United States, killing thousands upon thousands of American citizens whose resistance was very low from the effects of wartime rations, directed to conserve the food supply for the soldiers across the seas, and leaving the home folks very bare in resistance to combat the 'dreaded disease of flu.' I may be wrong in my deductions but it would be interesting to check on this phase of the article or editorial."

It would indeed be interesting, inasmuch as Lloyd George purposely seemed to have avoided being explicit on this point.

But this belongs into the field of chemical research work, and it may be possible, since Lloyd George has aroused wide curiosity as to what this mysterious "certain ingredient" might have been, this matter might induce experts to examine it, to make it known later — one more link in the chain of Jewish guilt in the War.

---

**WHAT IS THE TRUE AIM OF THE LEAGUE?**

The League of Nations has now miserably failed on three important occasions to protect minor nations from aggression by larger ones: Gran Chaco, Manchukuo, and Ethiopia.

In the case of Ethiopia, the indecision to act and "save" Ethiopia from Italy and the present indifference in the face of Haile Selassie's bitter reproaches, give ground for speculation as to whether the "failure" of the League on this last occasion was due to inability to act or actually planned. Developments in the League during the past few days would strengthen the latter attitude.

When Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden of England finally gave up his struggle to impose sanctions on Italy, he excused his actions before the British people as having been the only alternative to war, which no doubt was correct.

But immediately following the disposal of the unpleasant and humiliating Ethiopian episode in the League, Eden discards his scruples about war by entering into super-friendly negotiations with the world's greatest war danger, the Soviet. There is now earnest discussion about an Anglo-Soviet treaty.

It is obvious that this move is directed against Germany and would, if it were to take effect, greatly please the League, for any move against Germany is in the highest interest of the League.

The New York Times of July 5th openly states that "Indications are accumulating that Europe is moving toward the formation of an anti-German bloc of a strength far in excess of anything which has confronted the Third Reich."

Such a hostile encirclement of Germany could be accomplished only through the League. And it is now clear why the League was anxious to keep Italy as a member. Without Italy as part of the solid ring to encircle Germany, there would be a serious gap. Therefore the League is conspicuously avoiding everything that would alienate Italy and using strong efforts to draw her into the vicious circle. The Times of July 6th already reports an "Italo-Soviet Pact in View."

An Anglo-Soviet treaty and an Italo-Soviet pact would tie both England and Italy to the Soviet. The drawing up of such treaties would harmonize perfectly with the League's "failure" to punish Italy, and would greatly strengthen the League's "ability" to eventually "punish" Germany.

The Soviet and the League, both being Jewish institutions, perforce must work hand in hand, and if these plans go through, will have the fate of Europe in the hollow of their hands.

(Continued on next page)
From past actions of the League it can be observed that the purpose of the League is not to protect distant non-European nations from aggression, but to prevent Germany from freeing herself from the Treaty of Versailles and thereby keep all other nations chained by Jewish tyranny.

Jewish sources predict that "the real test of the League is yet to come," and that "the League must be saved for an eventual European test." (Times, July 6th.)

This "real test" is to be applied to Germany if she dares to act contrary to the Jewish League's interest, but can be done only if all European nations are mobilized to act against Germany. The possible annexation of the free city of Danzig by Germany is viewed as an opportunity to "test" the power of the League, but more so the possible annexation of Austria.

Danzig is predominantly German, Austria entirely so. The people of Danzig want to return to Germany, much as did the people of the Saar. In Austria demands for a plebiscite in which the people themselves would determine whether or not Austria is to return to Germany, are constantly suppressed. The most natural and really humane thing to do would be to let these people decide their own fate. This, however, would not in the least serve the interests of Jewry and therefore the League must control the fate of the people in these disputed territories.

There is no doubt that in the event of a "European test" of the League's power, at which Germany would be tried as the "guilty aggressor," the League would not hesitate a moment to apply sanctions, for the Jewish fate hangs upon the destruction of Germany. In the case of Italy it was wise to avert a war, since a war between Italy and England would have evaded the real issue, which is to inveigle Germany in another war. And why should Germany trouble the League so much?

Germany forms the only bulwark in Europe against advancing Bolshevism, and it is a fact that today all Aryan fighters against Judaic Bolshevism depend upon the salvation of Germany for their own salvation. If Germany would have succumbed to Marxism, Europe would today stand in flames. If, on the other hand, Germany can yet be smashed by war, the greatest barrier for Bolshevization of Europe and of course America, will have been removed. This knowledge is gradually seeping through to all nations, and the League knows it.

Nevertheless, it is very improbable that the League's efforts will succeed.

The British people are strictly opposed to an alliance with Russia and favor friendship with Germany despite the brotherly feelings between Eden and Litwinoff. A report from Oslo last month indicated that the northern European states, Finland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden and Iceland are considering withdrawing from the League after the disgraceful spectacle over Ethiopia. Five South American countries have already withdrawn. Italy, although not entirely free from Jewish control, will not permit the destruction of a power that has stopped the wave of Bolshevism and the feud between her and England is by no means over. Beyond that, Italy has proven that she will not tolerate another power to supervise her actions. Internal difficulties in other nations such as France, make procedure along a definite plan by the League very doubtful; a civil war, caused by rebellion of anti-Jewish forces against their own government, would be more likely.

The outlook for the League is not too pleasant, despite the glowing words picturing an enticing future of "peace" established by the League.

Nations are slowly regaining consciousness and learning to distinguish reality from demagoguery. The League is doomed to die a natural death.

_____________________________________________________

**AMERICA'S TRAGEDY**

No year passes but that America to a lesser or higher degree is visited by floods or droughts that cause untold damage in property, crops and livestock and in most cases take their toll of human lives.

On the occasion of the Eastern States flood in March of this year in which about 200 lives were lost and property damaged estimated at $25,000,000, we wrote that in the spring we have floods and in summer dust storms. Why? Because irre-
sponsible, greedy human beings destroyed the forests that a wise nature had planted for the protection of mankind. Trees gather excess moisture in rainy seasons, to keep the soil moist during dry seasons.

In the drought stricken areas in the Dakotas, Montana, Wyoming, Minnesota and parts of surrounding states, there are miles and miles of land without a single tree.

All efforts to bring relief to thousands of families suffering the effects of the drought cannot make good the crimes committed. How long before a vast desert stretches forth its sandy dunes in America's Middle West, if year after year crops are destroyed and the prospects of harvest grow lower with each drought?

This is truly America's Tragedy. There is land where in future years millions of people could have lived and prospered, lost - perhaps forever through the guilt of man, trespassing the laws of nature.

_________

**H O W  D O  T H E Y  D O  I T ?**

Frank R. Kent says he doubts the statement that the WPA has reached the goal of 3-1/2 million jobs. Why can't rich U.S. do what straightened Germany has done? What is the lesson to be learned by Yankeeland from Naziland that knows how to make every pig and potato count?

Hitler's government has taken more than four million of his countrymen from the unemployed list, yet Germany is no larger in area than Illinois and has no natural resources other than a second grade of coal and iron while our country has copper, lead, zinc, silver, oil, etc. - in fact "it has everything." Besides the great difference in size, Germany has half of America's population to feed.

Nevertheless in this land of plenty, our monkeys are faced with a dilemma in the form of a relief crisis although our national bankers have done what they could to protect American labor as well as themselves, and keep the financial marauders of the Bolshevism International from reducing us to our present plight. International Labor Organizations are financed by International Financialists and both are foes of National Labor and National Capital.

For 150 years the Quintuplets of world finance, viz. N.M. Rothschild & Son, S. Montagu & Co., M. Samuel & Co., Seligman Bros., and S. Japhet & Co., have boasted that they control the gold supply of the world and, through that, they control its destinies. But a Jack-The-Giant-Killer arises who fills the hearts of the Quintuplets with fear for Hitler is successfully pitting LABOR-POWER against GOLD-POWER, proving that he is the greatest statesman the world has produced in those 150 years.

In addition to sending our athletes to the OLYMPIC CONTESTS, we might well send a Commission to Berlin to find out how the Germans are conquering the depression under such heavy handicaps.

H. D. Kissenger.

_________

**A S H O R T C U T  T H R U  T H E  N E W S**

The Jewish Assemblyman Bernard Austin has succeeded in maneuvering a bill through the legislature that the Jews say will prevent any organization from using the Swastika as emblem on its ballot in New York State.

The bill states that no "emblem, insignia or symbol substantially similar to or resembling in whole or in part, the emblem, insignia or symbol of the national flag of any foreign country or the flag of any state," etc. can be chosen representing a new political party.

That means that the Democrats will have to stop using the five-pointed star since that is a symbol of the Soviet as well, and that the Communists, too, will have to hunt for a new symbol.

The firing of a shot into his breast as a protest against Germany's actions on the Jewish question, by Stefan Lux in the League of Nations gallery, was the first sensible thing a Jew ever did to show his "protest." It proved far more effective than the boycott; it hit the spot. Let us hope that his example will be followed by Jewry everywhere.

(Continued on page nine)
"Albany, June 30 - Injuries suffered by Eleanor Clayton, 24, when she plunged over a 30-foot cliff to escape two men with whom she had gone riding, proved fatal for her. Before dying, however, she identified her assailants, whose names are David Rosenberg and Joseph Levin, both over 30."

Here is an Aryan American girl who chose death to submission to the advances of two Jews. That she was compelled to thus risk her life shows the brutality of the Jews towards their victim, but what did the girl, alive or dead, matter to them?

The Talmud, whose laws live in blood of the Jewish race, says:

"God created non-Jews, although they are alike to animals, in the form of human beings. It would not be proper for a Jew to be waited upon by outright animals. Therefore he is waited upon by animals in human form." (Midrash Talpioth p. 255.)

"All non-Jewesses are prostitutes." (Eben haezar 6, 8.)

"A Jew may misuse the non-Jewess." (Maimonides: Jad chasaka 2, 2.)

Accordingly the Jews who are responsible for Eleanor Clayton's death, dealt with her as they would have dealt with an animal they had set out to capture. But perhaps her fate is better than that of thousands of Aryan girls all over the world who lack the strength of resistance shown by this courageous girl, and who for that reason must endure the consequences all life long. As an example we bring the story of a girl, Ida B., as published by the "Stuermer," world-famous anti-Jew crusading paper for fourteen years.

Ida B. was a servant girl in the Jewish Kaufman family. In the fall of 1926 Herbert Kaufmann, now 37 years old, approached the girl with friendly advances. Ida believed in his "decency" and never ceased hoping that he would marry her. So she waited for the Jew's promise to come true. But ten years passed and still she was only the Jew's mistress, and it was only after the National Socialist revolution that Ida B. finally began to see a light. But ten years of living with the Jew, through physical and mental contact, had broken her body and soul. She had lost her own instinct for decency and had become a wretched, miserable wreck. Her misery is fully revealed in the following letter which she wrote in Mannheim, August 14, 1935:

"Dear Herbert! Your letters of Tuesday and today have been received. Thank you. But I always have the feeling that those heavy letters might attract attention. Everything is so disconsolate and no doubt the future will be no better. Have not read a paper for six weeks, but I can imagine the nonsense, I have known it already for three years and I cannot get excited about it any more. We hope for revenge but if we shall be allowed to pay back the meanness? I think we have to be glad to be left alone. I won't forget you, no more than I would forget my mother, and I think about you every day but not always with the rest of feelings; for why didn't you marry me before the whole R. "Schlamassel" (trouble). You had ten years' time; but it was just that you were not honest with me. And now? How do you think about the future? Always empty promises and no deeds to fulfill them. You Jews, you surely are in a bad situation, but you are together in your need and suffering, and you have relatives. But I? Always I am forced to tell myself, whether I want to or not, what am I from your side but the Jew-shicksee, from our side the same. And that of course is not a pleasant feeling. If my love survives, I don't know! I am left alone so much and there are hours in which I feel that my love for you is rather the opposite. If our relationship should become dissolved, and I would rather believe in this than in a common future, I want you to know today already, that I would rather see you dead than that you and one of your own kin should laugh about the Goynim. If I hurt you with this letter, I cannot help it, sometimes I don't know any more what is the matter with me. Do I love you, do I
hate you, long for you? One thing is hammered into my brain day after day, the suspicion and the question, is everything that is being said about you a lie? And the answer, must I feel it on my own body? I shall be thirty years old. I was twenty when I first met you. What have these ten years brought me? Only sorrow and disgust for this miserable life. Would this have happened to me with a Christian? No, and again no!

Do you believe me now that I shall never forget you, whether in good or in bad thoughts, that remains to be seen.

Dear Herbert! This about me and now I must close, and think well about what would be best for you and for me, and do believe me yet. Solitude and loneliness is the worst enemy of one's self. That I feel daily more and more.

Still yours

Ida

Here is a story that is shockingly tragic. A girl so torn within herself, so spoiled through the ten year long contact with the Jew's body and mind that nothing is quite clear to her any more. The great revolution in Germany that would save millions of Aryan girls from a similar fate, is "nonsense" to her, and yet her own body confirms the truth of what is being said about the Jews.

If someone had told this poor victim that the Jews are different from us, that they have a set of laws that term us "animals" and our women "prostitutes," that a Jew need never keep a promise made to a non-Jew, she might have been saved.

Too much such suffering has been caused to Aryan women all over the world because of ignorance about the Talmud. There is only one way to stop it: fight with the truth until laws can be made to prevent Jews from making their Talmud laws come true upon our women.

A SHORTCUT THROUGH THE NEWS (Continued)

A Rev. L. M. Birkhead of the Liberal Center in Kansas City suffers from sleepless nights because he sees Fascist terrorists in his dreams. He telegraphed to President Roosevelt to demand an investigation of these terrible Fascist groups. Those worrying him most are: The Crusader White Shirts, Junior Silver Legion, Friends of New Germany, Black Shirts, Silver Shirts, Black Legion, Sentinels of the Republic, Crusaders and the Christian Vigilantes.

That is terrible. We didn't know ourselves that so many "Fascist" organizations existed in America.

But as to the Rev. Birkhead; he is probably of the type that are being "persecuted" in Germany for trying to sell their country out to the Jews and Marxists.

Rumania. June 30 - Dr. Alexander Caza, leader of the National-Christian Party declared before 40,000 Rumanian peasants that the principal aims of his party were to solve the Jewish question according to the example given by Adolf Hitler.

He said, "Our place is at the side of Germany who has solved the Jewish question in an admirable manner." He demanded that foreign relations be reversed, that there could be no alliance with France who had "lost her spiritual balance."

Poland. June 29 - Jews went on strike as a protest against the decision of the Radom court, sentencing 11 Jews to prison because of disorders in Przytyk, and because one Jew was sentenced to death for the murder of a Christian. The Jewish village of Przytyk was invaded by Poles who drove out 5000 Jews, after the assassination of the Polish soldier. After spending the night in the fields, the Jews returned to the village, but they were driven out again after the soldier's funeral and their homes burned. This occurred on June 2nd, but the report was apparently stifled by the press. . . Are the Poles waking up? How long before their government wakes up?

Did you know that New York had a free school for Negro children before it had a free school for white children? (New York Times, July 5th.)
Jew Benjamin P. Kaplan, who had interrupted graduation exercises in James Monroe H.S. because Henry E. Hein, refused diplomas to 2 students who had taken part in anti-American demonstrations, was dismissed under suspended sentence by Magistrate Lindau on the charge against him of disorderly conduct. Magistrate Lindau ordered charges of assault against four detectives who, the Judge was told, had "rough-handed" the Jew. If Magistrate Lindau is a Jew, his actions can be understood, but if he is not, then we wonder what is wrong with him.

Madam Perkins (Sec'y of Labor) is planning to go to Paris. Perhaps she thinks she can learn something about organized labor strikes.

* 

Father Coughlin grabbed the money changers by the hair again. He said, "A debt of 35 billion means that one day out of every four you work, you are working for J. P. Morgan and Barney Baruch. In eighteen years that 35 billion, with interest, will be 70 billion, and then every other day you will be working for Baruch."

What makes Father Coughlin think that Morgan will drop out in eighteen years? If by that time Americans have not yet freed themselves from finance-capitalism, the Jews will control every bit of it, and Morgan is not a Jew.

* 

On July 3rd, midnight, Station WEVD announced that, as this was the morning of July 4th and every other station would present July 4th programs, this station would entertain with a Christmas program. The announcer then proceeded to introduce Christmas songs amidst foolish giggles and wise-cracking remarks. But that was not enough for the arrogant individual. He announced that St. Patrick's day, New Year's and other holiday programs would be combined with the "X-mas" (Jews do not say Christmas because they may not mention the name of Christ) program. He introduced a number of cheap song hits, and promised that a non-X-mas program would be presented on X-mas day.

There was no mention of Yom Kippur, Rosh Hashana or Passover.

This was a deliberate attempt to insult American national feelings. Are Americans whose forefathers fought for independence to stand for such insouciance?

* 

War veterans were annoyed when 20-year-old Robert Harold Ickes, son of Federal Public Works Administrator Harold Ickes, just after graduation from Lake Forest College, came to Medford, Mass with a letter of recommendation from his father for a $29-a-week job as inspection clerk on a $3,000,000 PWA sewer project. ("Time")

Mrs. Arthur Goldsmith told members of the National Council of Jewish Juniors, "We Jews are the thermometer that indicates the health of the world." (Morning Oregonian, June 19.) The only "thermometer" they are is the exploitive financial which hovers at freezing point now to lay lame the activities of all nations.

* 

Jewish sources state that the synagogue aboard the ship Queen Mary, the first synagogue ever built into a ship, was the cause of 300 Jews making the maiden voyage of the ship. There are also two kosher kitchens aboard for the special inducement of Jewish clientele.

Enough reasons for any Gentile to stay away.

* 

Soviet, July 5 - "Scientific classifiers of children" were accused of "instituting an imported bourgeois system dressed up in Marxist phraseology," the purpose being "to attempt to carry out the theory of higher and lower classes and races, based on the fatalistic idea that capacity of children depends upon biological and social factors and their heritage."

Truth never made such an effort to rise in the Soviet, but was immediately
trampled down by the Jew-Bolsheviks. The bloodless, anti-Nature scheme of Marxism had declared war upon nature, principally the laws of selection and inequality of races. To prove this theory, the Jews and their Bolshevik allies had to kill millions of poor peasants and the Russian nobility. Famine swept a land that had formerly supplied the world with wheat; crimes increased among youths for they had no parents; morality lost every hold with the abolition of marriage and the introduction of community ownership of women; religion was "opium for the people," and every sacred ideal was so much rubbish.

How, then, could these Jew-Marxists ever permit truth to rise, and prove that their revolution "to prove the Marxist theory" was in vain? THAT NATURE HAS CONQUERED!

LEHMANN, TITLEHMAN

The President quivered and, losing his grit,
Cried: "Lehman, Titlehman, Titlehman,"
As he cautioned him: "Governor, you must not quit" -
Pleading, Herbert, dear Herbert, dear Herbert!
Is it weakness of intellect, Herbie, he cried,
Or the squirming New Deal in your little inside?
With a shake of his head, brave Herbert replied:
"No, Franklin, poor fellow, poor fellow!"

He pounded his chest and was heard to declare:
"Trust Lehman, Titlehman, Titlehman,"
For my breast is not empty - there's sustenance there,
My Franklin, poor fellow, poor fellow.
His tears at once dried and he answered with zest:
"I'll never more fear covered wagons out west
That roll on the east," for at last I'm at rest
With Herbert, dear Herbert, dear Herbert.

And I feel just as sure as I'm sure that your name
Is Lehman, Titlehman, Titlehman -
That Princess of Privilege you quickly will tame,
O Herbert, dear Herbert, dear Herbert!
The Judges will rule and prairie states roar,
The New Deal will actively function once more;
And this will be due to the man I adore -
To Lehman, Titlehman, Titlehman!"

(Travesty on "Willow, Titwollow" from "The Mikado.")

H. D. Kissenger.

CLUB NEWS

The meeting last Tuesday of the A.W.P.C. was well attended.
Speakers were Robert Athey and Ernest E. Elmhurst, speaking on "Free Press" and "Will Marxist Prophecies be fulfilled in the U.S.A.?" respectively. The audience showed appreciation for both lectures delivered.

On Friday, July 10th a Speakers School will be opened by the Club, for the purpose of giving those anxious to cultivate their speaking talents an opportunity to do so, and for studying the principles of National Socialism. Classes will be held at the same address at which the Club's meetings are held, 1591 Second Ave. (82nd & 83rd Sts.), New York.

All mail concerning the club is to be sent to the same address. All inquiries regarding the Club's activities, aims and purposes, will be answered.

Meeting of the American Workers Progressive Club held at above address every Tuesday at 8:30 P.M., at above address. SPREAD THE AMERICAN BULLETIN.